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Stand

Easy installation for meters and gaugesBAND HOLDER

PILLAR HOLDER

MONITOR HOLDER

Affixing a meter to pillar A

Easy installation for monitors
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Horizontal mount type Vertical mount type

(Unit : mm)
 

¥1,480BH-52For ø52 meter

¥1,480BH-60For ø60 meter

¥1,780BH-80For ø80 meter

PriceSize

¥1,480PH-52For ø52 meter

¥1,480PH-60For ø60 meter

¥1,780PH-80For ø80 meter

PriceSize

¥1,780
 

MH-1

Price

INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION

HOW TO FASTEN Fastening with double-sided tape means no need
for opening holes.

SIZE Possible to use with meter dimensions of ø52, 60,
80mm.

EASY-TO INSTALL No trouble even on curved surfaces. (Ex: on the steering column cover or dashboad, etc.)

UNIVERSAL TYPE Install meters from any manufacturer.

FLEXIBLE NECK DESIGN Possible to move meter backward and forward.

HOW TO FASTEN Fastening with double-sided tape means no need for opening holes.

UNIVERSAL TYPE Install monitors from any manufacturer.

EASY-TO INSTALL No trouble even on curved surfaces. (Ex: on the steering column cover or
dashboad, etc.)

FLEXIBLE NECK DESIGN Two dimensional adjustment for improved viewing

SIZE Please refer to the following guidelines for the size of controllers that can be
installed. Note that even though a size falls within the guidelines, heavy units
may shake from the vibrations during driving. 

SIZE Possible to use with meter dimensions of ø52, 60,
80mm.

UNIVERSAL TYPE Install meters from any manufacturer.

HOW TO FASTEN Fasten to pillar A using supplied screw (necessary
to open 5mm hole).

FLEXIBLE NECK DESIGN Two dimensional adjustment for improved viewing

45mm

Surface size

25
m

m

＋ bolt

Pillar A

PIVOT products which
can be installed

・ WATER TEMP MONITOR (WTM)
・ RACING MONITOR (RM-07)
・ SPEED METER–V (SML–V)
・ DIGITAL MONITOR (DMC)

NOTE:
Depending on the type of pillar A 
in your model car, affixing a heavy 
meter may cause the meter to 
shake during vibration. If this 
occurs it may be necessary for 
the user to reinforce the pillar.

etc.


